Some useful HTML codes

**Symmetric codes**

*<html>... </html>* Enclosed text is an html document.

*<head>... </head>* This pair of tags includes “metadata” on the html document.

*<title>... </title>* The title displayed at the top of the window is part of the metadata.

*<body>... </body>* This is where you put the guts of the page.

*<h1... 6>... </h1... 6>* This will display headings at different levels.

*<strong>... </strong>* This is to display important text, and is typically formatted as bold or italic or larger.

*<i>... </i>* This displays text in italic.

*<center>... </center>* This centers the enclosed text.

**Asymmetric codes**

*<hr>* Draws a line across the screen.

*<br>* Makes a line break.

*<p>* Makes a paragraph break (typically inserting extra space between the paragraphs).

**Important (symmetric) codes**

*<a href=“...”>... </a>* A hyperlink.

*<applet width=... height=... code=“...class”>... </applet>* The applet tag.